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Quotes
“Learning to live with ones weakness depends on neither
hating them nor justifying them”

~

“Luck is what happens when preparation meets
opportunity”
‐Elmer Letterman

~

“With me, a change of trouble is as good as a vacation”
‐David Lloyd George

~

“Here’s looking at you, kid.”
‐Casablanca

~

“I’m going to make him an offer he can’t refuse.”
‐The Godfather

~

“Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn.”
‐Gone with the Wind

_________________________________________________

Church Signs
“We too are open on Sunday’s.”

~

‐Salvation Army Church, GFW

“Life stinks; we have a pew for you.”

~

“Friends are God’s way of apologizing to us for our families.”

~

“Forbidden fruit creates many jams.”

Facts
You can’t nominate yourself for a Nobel Prize.

~

Most of South America is east of New York City.

~

Fewer than 1% of all patented inventions ever make a profit.
_________________________________________________

Eating in the Fifties
Pasta had not been invented. It was macaroni or spaghetti.
Curry was a surname.
A takeaway was a mathematical problem.
A pizza was something to do with a leaning tower.
Bananas and oranges only appeared at Christmas time.
All chips were plain.
Rice was a milk pudding, and never, ever part of our dinner.
A Big Mac was what we wore when it was raining.
Brown bread was something only poor people ate.
Oil was for lubricating, fat was for cooking.
Tea was made in a teapot using tea leaves and never green.
Coffee was ‘Bushells Essence' and came in a bottle...
Cubed sugar was regarded as posh.
Fish didn’t have fingers in those days.
Eating raw fish was called poverty, not sushi.
None of us had ever heard of yogurt.
Healthy food consisted of anything edible.
People who didn’t peel potatoes were regarded lazy.
Cooking outside was called camping.
The one thing we never had on our table in the fifties…was
elbows!

_________________________________________________

Around Town
Now open: Papa’s Sweet Shop, a must visit!

~

Jumping Bean opens new Yogurt Bar— choose your favorite
topping!

~

Artlin Sales—now owned and operated by Mike Patey

